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Abstract

From 1915 to 1923, the pedagogy of John Dewey became an important pillar of anarchist and socialist projects of education in Mexico. These radical experiments were based on the belief in an open-ended world amenable to the intervention of a new subject of modernity whose unconstrained operations created rather than disrupted social order. Ironically, these experiments paved the way for the appropriation of Dewey by an emerging national state that posited homogenization, the eradication of difference, and the displacement of Native and religious worlds as necessary to create a shared set of values necessary for the operations of this subject.

Introduction

This paper focuses on the uses of Dewey’s ideas in Mexico before his appropriation by the Mexican revolutionary government in 1923. During the early 20th century, anarchists, socialists, and teacher advocates of progressive education in Mexico invoked the name of John Dewey as an important pillar for a vision of a modern Mexico. Deweyan ideas circulated among these radical pedagogues, sprouting in urban centers such as Mérida in Yucatán province, or in poor barrios of México City, where pockets of urban radicalism emerged concurrently without the necessity of concerted action. Subsequently, self-professed disciples of Dewey founded the journal Educación identifying Dewey as a member of the journal’s board of editors. Few if any historians have paid adequate attention to any of these uses of Deweyan education in Mexico during this time.¹ This neglect may be due in part to the fact that most Mexican experiments with foreign education during that time withered or were successfully co-opted by the national state. With scattered sources to encourage research and a common assumption that Dewey was no more than a name uttered on behalf of idealistic, quixotic, and perhaps contradictory experiments, scholars have neglected the intellectual foundations of the experiments that preceded the state project of the escuelas activas, the name given to the Mexican revolutionary experiment with Deweyan schools in the mid-1920s. Given this silence, the established interpretation of the role of Deweyan thought in Mexico...
maintains that the popularity of Dewey’s ideas should be understood purely in terms of its utility for a nationalist state desiring to establish social control over its population in order to consolidate capitalist relations.²

The importance of these early projects and discourses on Dewey in Mexico resides in the various ways they illuminate the way Deweyan thought became embedded within the progressive nationalist Mexican imagination.³ They explain why Dewey’s import for Mexican intellectuals shifted from experiments that aimed for social justice and democratic life to ones that prioritized Deweyan education as an avenue for making Mexicans modern individuals, that is, self-conscious, practical, entrepreneurial, and secular. Thus Dewey became “Americanized,” understood as a key to unlocking the productive potential of the American. They illuminate how tensions plagued the uses and invocations of Dewey as the process to create a common purpose in the classroom and provide it with an underlying unity eventually contradicted the means-ends philosophy that animated the democratic and egalitarian aspirations of Dewey’s pedagogy. These projects held in common that the diversity of Mexico’s life-worlds constituted essentially a roadblock to modernity;⁴ an expression of the concern with the resolution of what Mexican social scientist, Andrés Molina Enríquez, denominated Mexico’s “Great National Problems,” oftentimes conceived in racial terms: how the plurality of Indian worlds and the miscegenated character of the Mexican constituted an encumbrance to progress.⁵

In this monograph, I intend first to be descriptive, aiming to provide a brief survey of these non-state Dewey projects. I begin by focusing on the intellectual foundations of the escuelas racionalistas or rationalist schools, which were experiments in anarchist education established during the first decades of the 20th century. I then proceed to analyze the thought and aspirations behind the escuelas activas movement, focusing on the writings (and projects) of Eulalia Guzmán, discourses and debates among Mexican teachers, and finally, the emergence of the journal Educación, where Dewey’s ideas gained supremacy among key Mexican pedagogues. I conclude by identifying correspondences between American progressivism, including Dewey’s own ideas, and those of his Mexican interpreters. I have chosen these sources selectively from among the various progressive voices where John Dewey figured prominently.

Analytically, this essay aims to re-consider an important problem in the translation of Dewey’s ideas in the world. Recent historical work on Dewey’s influence in the early 20th century has shown how Dewey’s followers consistently debated and oftentimes rejected his warning that democracy could only be begotten through democratic means. These scholars have also identified contradictions in Dewey’s own thought. David C. Engerman has noted how Dewey’s “endorsement of Soviet practices in Russia” was coupled with his rejection of Soviet means “for his own country.”⁶ Jessica Wang, although a more sympathetic observer of Dewey in China, notes tensions between Dewey’s fondness for preserving the rich plural-
ties of the Chinese village world and his simultaneous desire for a common foundation that could secure the necessary political basis for the industrialization and secularization of China. The collective of writers in *Inventing the Modern Self and John Dewey* have similarly uncovered contradictions between means and ends in worldwide projects to create individuals as agents of change.

The Mexican cases covered in this essay preceded these engagements with Dewey and reproduced some of these contradictions, suggesting that tensions stemmed not simply from misinterpretations or misappropriations of Dewey, but also from a more complex reading of American progressivism in general and pragmatism in particular. If we could extend to progressivism Cornell West’s characterization of pragmatism as “a continuous cultural commentary or set of interpretations that attempt to explain America to itself,” then Mexican readings of Dewey and American progressivism involved an interpretation of that interpretation and of its ambiguities.

**The Anarchists’ Escuelas Racionalistas or Rationalist Schools**

Anarchists implemented in Mérida, in the state of Yucatán, very important educational projects led by José de la Luz Mena, a Spanish immigrant who established the first anarchists schools in 1917 in Chuminópolis. They were inspired by the pedagogy of Francisco Ferrer i Guardia, a working-class radical executed by the Spanish government in 1909. The schools were called rationalists or *racionalistas* because of their profession of faith in the rational nature of man and the universal applicability of science, whose truths were deemed universal and objective. “Science,” Ferrer exclaimed in his book, “is the sole mistress of our life.” Dewey’s pedagogy had impacted anarchist education in Europe before it moved to the United States and Mexico in the late 19th century. Shortly after Spanish exiles and Mexican anarchists formed the first anarchist organizations in the city of Mexico, the writings of Ferrer, collected in the volume *The Modern School* and Dewey’s works, such as *The School and Society* and *How To Think*, began to circulate among leftist intellectuals along with Peter Kropotkin’s *Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution* and *The Conquest of Bread*, Mikhail Bakunin’s *God and the State*, and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon’s *What is Property? Or an Inquiry into the Principle of Right and Government*. Mexican labor unions joined public readings of these books as they celebrated in 1914 the fifth year anniversary of Ferrer’s execution.

The anarchist project in Mexico was not necessarily intended to be purely a conversation with its American socialist and anarchist counterparts, but instead aspired to be part of a more universal project of human liberation. Mexicans never claimed that their schools were purely Deweyan either, yet they invoked Dewey as a model for a very important dimension of their educational mission: the power of
the school to re-create within itself a model for the future community. The document that set the legal foundations of the school, for example, identified two Deweyan postulates as bases of anarchist pedagogy: that all schools had to reflect the “principles of life” and that the school had to become a “society in miniature” with no “antagonism” in relation to the larger society. Organizing learning around agricultural and industrial work, the production of crafts, and the sale of manufactured articles in the market, inserted production at the center of learning in ways analogous to Deweyan schools at Chicago.

For these anarchists, the vision of a school as a “society in miniature” constituted the most attractive Deweyan idea because its implementation promised to liberate the mind of the student from the “artificial” order created in Mexico by Catholicism, which prevented individuals from relating to life and understanding its real logic. It was a form of alienation that the school could remedy by creating within it a “society in miniature” that would reflect the “principles of life,” in other words, that would reveal to the student in the classroom how the real world worked and how it was produced so the student could name that world as his own. Removing religious mysticism would establish in the child conceptual avenues to a world deemed transparent and available to human knowledge and transformation. In this sense, they found congruence between Dewey’s thought and Ferrer’s mission to create purely secular schools removed from the influence of the church. Rationalist schools promoted this new orientation to life by encouraging students to publish their own newspapers, to read publications from different parts of the world, and to engage in the exploration of the natural world that surrounded them. They introduced student savings banks, a Republic of Workers, American Boy Scouts clubs, cooperatives, and other institutions in an effort to create a production cycle within the school that would reflect how life works in reality. Thus anarchists proposed to create within the school a social order they identified as “natural,” by which they meant democratic, secular, egalitarian, and objectively real.

Anarchists moved beyond Dewey by construing this natural world as one characterized by freedom from any mediating form of authority. All forms of association that replicated or re-produced hierarchical relations were to be abolished. de la Luz Mena advocated the importation of a great number of pedagogical ideas inspired by American progressive education for that purpose, such as student clubs, pupil participation in school administration, and student associations, in order to provide the perfect environment for a fully democratized form of social inquiry. In the state of Tabasco, anarchists called for all forms of student contests to be eliminated and any kind of activity “organized around competition among students with the purpose of emulation” was frowned upon. For Tabascan Professor José Ochoa, sympathy and cooperation would substitute for competition. He maintained that emulation would lead to or degenerate into rivalry and envy, the opposite sentiments to solidarity. An aesthetic of freedom that included unbolted
chairs, open-air classrooms, and the elimination of “rows of rigid tables” would further encourage the “free associations of students and the bonds of solidarity and cooperation that [are to] characterize [this] new order.”

de la Luz Mena’s 1917 tract entitled De las tablillas de lodo a las ecuaciones de primer grado—“From the Clay Tables to the Equations of First Degree”—promoted an atmosphere of “complete liberty,” where students produced their own school projects simply by playing with “clay tables” and then naturally proceeding to the learning of mathematics, without, seemingly, teacher supervision.24 Professor Elena Torres, speaking at the First Socialist Congress held in Motul, Yucatán, from March 29 to 31 of 1918, explained the schools’ goals in terms of the acquisition of two kinds of knowledge: a “knowledge of immediate application” to be acquired “by sowing fields, in workshops, in the experimentation cabinets of the same school,” and a more sophisticated knowledge of “social life” to be acquired in the conduct of life in the school, giving way to practices of liberty.”

Scientific principles would be “deduced from ordinary work.”26 Inquiry, rooted in human experience and free of dogmatism and authority, would usher in a new man free to pursue, innovate, and create: a child-scientist. Anarchist activists defended Deweyan child-centered education during the Pedagogic Congress of 1915 in Merida specifically for that purpose.27 de la Luz Mena argued that anarchist schools “must let children live for themselves; the child is a sun around which all factors of education move, he is the center of reference for all organization according to John Dewey.”28

The texts, proclamations, and regulations of these anarchist schools suggest that there was in fact a duality to this project. Another dimension of the project consisted in an active project of exclusions necessary to make the democratic order of the school possible. On the one hand, the notion of freedom inscribed in anarchists’ writing implied the destruction of the “artificial” barriers of Catholicism, its dogmatic impositions, and its opposition to free inquiry. In this way, the school, structured around the “principles of life,” could accommodate itself to a society whose logic became transparent. The school community—its social world of clubs, organizations, newspapers, and activities—would find in the outside world a congenial environment for its own reproduction only when that world was free of any dogma.

On the other hand, racial considerations became paramount in the pluralistic world of the Yucatán province, a social reality very much the opposite of the racially homogeneous classrooms of Europe, where only class differences impinged on revolutionary projects such as Ferrer’s. In Mérida, racialized fractures in social consciousness between school, society, and home prevailed. Thus socialization, as an educational objective, acquired a much broader significance in an urbanized and racially miscegenated society such as Mérida. Most anarchist texts affirmed a civilizational mission for the Natives of Mexico as a supplement to the larger task of creating a democratic community inspired by European and American models.
This mission implied an intimate and accurate knowledge of the conditions of students’ homes and their parents’ social practices. Their culture had to be available for transformation the same way as the natural world. By displacing Native autonomy, society would be consistent with the “principles of life”: secular, available to continuous inquiry, and homogeneous. Nothing could have been more important in a nation of innumerable particularities such as Mexico, where many communities co-existed uneasily, and at times violently, with each other.

In spite of these tensions, Dewey’s notion of associated living shared an important place in anarchist thought, which aimed to achieve democratic life in a world of limitless possibilities for individuals sharing the same purpose. Anarchists opposed anything that promoted uniformity and conformity in the schools. They eliminated textbooks, examinations, awards and punishments and rejected any form of mediating authority, such as the church and state. They justified anti-intellectualism on the grounds that only knowledge that was practical was necessary for democratic life. Anarchists demonstrated that radical aspects of Dewey’s pedagogy could find a congenial atmosphere in Mexico. They helped advance the notion that ideas were the product of man’s labor and his engagement with the world, and that democratic life could be conceived as the end point of social revolution. This aspect of education that conceived democracy as its ultimate end constituted the most Deweyan element of anarchist education in Mexico.

**The escuelas activas Movement**

While the racionalista project shared the universal aspirations of the world-wide anarchist movement, most other projects of education in Mexico that invoked Dewey reflected a firm commitment to the creation of a Mexican nation. This meant that the purposes of education focused on the creation of a nationalist consciousness that would facilitate a modern and just industrial order deemed possible in Mexico. These two dimensions of modernity—nationalist consciousness and economic development—complemented each other. Nationalist consciousness spoke to the desire to create the underlying unity of purpose that would make possible material progress and would also socialize what Eulalia Guzmán, a principal actor in the movement and writer of *La escuela nueva*, denominated the “isolated individual,” a common moniker for the subject atomized by a racially (and geographically) diverse society such as Mexico. It would realize the Mexican liberal dream of reconciling order and progress. This aim animated the escuelas activas movement that promoted the principles of progressive activity-based education in Mexico during the early 1920s.

The escuelas activas movement in Mexico City moved Dewey and American progressive education more to the center of its nationalist vision. Pedagogues, such as Guzmán, imagined Mexico within a comparative framework where the progressive aspects of American society stood as an important model for a future Mexican
society. America consisted in an ordered and progressive social order where the methods and organizational capabilities of Americans explained its amazing progress. This was the America found in the classroom, but also the America that made these classrooms possible. In that classroom, Mexican teachers found discipline and order without the need of coercion. This was a product, according Guillermo de la Rosa, of America’s “admirable political and administrative organization,” which, as Guzmán claimed, reconciled order and progress in a synthesis of “utility and culture.” She expressed admiringly that in the United States “anything that is not of utility outside the school nor possesses an educational value to justify its inclusion in the program . . . is thrown out of the primary school in order to substitute for the simple equation and the percentage.” Science had replaced dogma: “Anything that harks back to scholastic discussions . . . is thrown out,” she exclaimed. The managerial liberalism teachers praised spoke to the teaching and use of science as form of inquiry and thought, exemplified by the use of the inductive method. Guzmán and the Mexican teachers read modern forms of discipline encountered in the United States not as the product of its industrial society, but as its cause.

In Guzmán’s visit to New York’s Angelo Patri Deweyan schools, the Bronx experiment founded by school principal Angelo Patri, Guzmán spoke admiringly of the American classroom as a laboratory for democracy. Patri had used Deweyan education in public schools as an alternative to the enforced Americanization projects favored by other progressives, which he thought were coercive of, if not outright hostile to, the students’ heritage and language. Here Guzmán observed Deweyan schooling practices directly, which she compared to those of Tolstoi in Russia and Tagore in India. Her recollections indicate that Patri’s schools exemplified for her Dewey’s “education for life,” devoid of the dogmatic tyranny of book memorization and the political control it implied. She observed admiringly how “[students’] associations, cooperatives, elections, [were] not written on a school notebook, they wanted them living in the schools.” Patri’s schools suggested for her the model for Mexico’s “future social order.” “Why do they need notebooks, why summaries of civics if they have the living practices of civic life,” she exclaimed. “When [I] wished to talk to them [the students] about respecting the right of the other, they were already respecting the labor of others, because they understood the value of such labor and did not desire unto others what they did not desire to be done unto them,” she concluded.

In her book, Guzmán lionized Arturo Oropeza’s “Francisco I. Madero” school, financed in part by Mexico’s Directorate of the Campaign Against Illiteracy, and founded in 1921 in Mexico City partly as a Deweyan activity-based school, whose purpose consisted in translating this atomized subject into a producer citizen or niño productor (producer-child), fully socialized by the social world of the school. This world consisted of social organizations such as banks, technical councils, irrigation committees, a Cooperative of Consumption, a second Cooperative on
Production, and a Commission for the Regulation of Prices, which students could manage as fraternal and egalitarian enterprises.\textsuperscript{43} Students also formed a \textit{Junta de Trabajo} or Labor Board, a Board for the Protection of Children, a Board of Justice, a Board for Material Improvements, and other corporate bodies to prepare them for a life of activism outside the school,\textsuperscript{44} and they engaged with possible solutions to Mexico’s national problems, such as poverty, land and labor issues, and created in the school Mexico’s “future social order.”\textsuperscript{45}

Guzmán’s ideas reflected the intense desire of Mexican intellectuals, ravaged by war and spiritually burdened by the poverty of Mexico, to imagine a nation where virtues flowed organically from human interaction and not from external authority. She wrote \textit{La escuela nueva o de la acción} in 1923 as a manifesto for a new movement imagined along Deweyan lines of the cultivation of the self, scientific practice, communal work and cooperation, fraternity and mutual support. Discipline in the classroom, based on “liberty in work and happiness,” would displace “awards and punishments.” Classrooms were to become “fields of observation and experimentation . . . factories and workshops” so as to provide the basis for a new kind of experimental self.\textsuperscript{46} Like many other liberals, she imagined the school’s community as “natural,” providing the necessary common purpose to permit experimentation and creativity. In her discussion of Oropeza’s school, she praised the classrooms’ \textit{desorden armonioso}, a common phrase meaning “harmonious disorder.”\textsuperscript{47} Eulalia Guzmán called it a “disorder that follows the varieties of life, within a natural order.”\textsuperscript{48} She praised Oropeza’s students because they exercised in class their “broad faculties to govern themselves in order to give foundation and see with clarity the problems of life, and not to vegetate in a school within an environment of artificiality, more artificiality, pure artificiality.”\textsuperscript{49} The political order of the school, free from the religious oppression of the mind, could be self-sustaining and thus deemed natural. Oropeza himself related how “cleaning brigades,” one of the first spontaneous associations formed by children, cleaned the school and swept the streets of the barrio and the front of each child’s home.

Guzmán argued that in Oropeza’s school there was no planning at all as students set the pace of learning. As in other similar experiments, textbooks, blackboards, maps, considered “material created for the exploitation of the child rather than his benefit,” were eliminated. Oropeza claimed to have eliminated schedules, timetables, and any kind of pre-conceived planning to allow children to dictate the pace of learning through their own work. Arturo called agricultural tools, a replacement for books and chalk, something “natural.”\textsuperscript{50} Guzmán relates how Oropeza’s students’ learned about their nation from their experience in school:

\begin{quote}

at first . . . because the extension of land [in the school] was large and because relatively few students wished to work the land (a few students wondered why they had to work in school since they had always been convinced that in school one does not work but merely reads) . . . [the agrarian problem]
\end{quote}
did not arise in their minds . . . [According to Oropeza] “as soon as they saw the pecuniary results and the satisfaction they felt in being producers, the demand for land grew and all ask their teachers for their share of it . . . we saw with pleasure . . . how this problem was easily resolved by the children themselves . . . since they came up first with the idea that any share of the land had to be possessed equally by all and that for this sharing to be ordered they must appoint a commission of their peers. Thus children practiced elections, understood the value of the individual in the collectivity, and, felt the weight of the national problem of socializing land.”

One may doubt that students spontaneously created all these organizations in the school, let alone had time even to read a book, but the idea that students’ personal and national interest possessed a natural correlation constituted the key point in this narrative.

She continued:

when we intended to issue regulations for the children, they had already done so by themselves; when we intended to demand punctuality, the child cared more about being punctual than ourselves . . . when we intended to talk to them about equity in the distribution of lands and profits, it was realized that they never desire for any one child to gain more than the other, or more land than the other, because they always saw that as an injustice; when we intended to teach them about virtue, they themselves praised the working child and chose their leaders by their virtues and not by their defects . . . [A]s can be seen . . . the problem of discipline resolves itself automatically as a result of a life of work, of liberty, which the children are living.”

Teachers’ Debates and the Journal “Educación”

The more nationalist the educational project, the likelier the United States (and Dewey) became the focus of discussion. In congresses, conventions, and public meetings with leaders of the Secretariat of Public Education (SEP), radical teachers defended Deweyan pedagogy when it demarcated the domain of teaching as separate from that of the state and prioritized democratic and egalitarian social relations as the ultimate end point of modernity. Many teachers supported American child-centered education because it affirmed the inviolable bond between student and teacher. The Second Commission of the Second National Teachers Congress, held in Mexico City on December of 1920, declared itself in favor of Dewey’s escuela activa as a way to individualize instruction, declaring that: “[if] all children were to be absolutely equal, if one child were to be identical to the other . . . then the school would fulfill its noble goals by instructing teachers with old ideas . . . [yet] texts show us that there is no such psychology of the child, but the psychology of this one child, and that one child . . .” The Congress expressed its approval of
the new pedagogy, declaring that its “basic principle is to be liberty, both for the pupils as for the teachers, without any other sanction than the sentiment of one’s responsibility.”

Although opposed by teachers who argued that Dewey’s escuela activa would promote chaos by fostering the radical individuality of each person and by claiming that no authority could evaluate the relationship between student and teacher, sentiment in favor of activity-based education grew. In the First Mexican Congress on the Child held in Mexico City in 1921, Lisandro Calderón, condemned any education whose “principal objective,” he argued, “was mastering certain symbols as the only access to culture.” Teachers who followed Deweyan progressive education in the Congress argued that education could not be secured simply by teaching culture through the European classics, as the newly appointed Secretary of Public Education, José Vasconcelos, claimed, but instead by democratizing social relations among students. Calderón defended American education as a place where “these transformations [had] been implemented rapidly”: the American child, he argued, “has in the school a true place for work and education.” Thus the United States stood firmly, now more than ever, at the center of teachers’ debates on Dewey.

Still, these sentiments in favor of an education free from state constraints conflicted with the desire to unify the nation, a response to the weakness of Mexico, devastated by civil war and American imperial incursions, which intensified the need to unify a politically and racially fragmented nation in order to defend the state. Lisandro Calderón defended the use of Deweyan education in the schools precisely because it favored “a society . . . [that] maintains itself together because it labors in a common direction, possesses a common spirit and has, as a reference [point], common aspirations.” Calderón stressed that in Mexico, “the fundamental reason why the school today cannot organize itself as natural and unify society is precisely because it lacks this element of a common and productive activity. In the field of play and in sports we don’t see a spontaneous and unavoidable social organization . . . [today’s] schools are lacking in the motivation and cement of social organization.”

“If,” continued Calderón,

“our natural resources remained unexploited or if only foreigners were to take advantage of them, I would understand this as the result of our deficient theoretical education. But if we get children used to action, their mental state will change; it will take off in new directions and will generate acts in a more positive sense. And the Motherland, who expects so much from her good sons and the course of progress, will finally be able to count on an army of workers well armed for the struggle . . . this does not mean that scientific speculation will be seen with indifference . . . what is wished is to orient education towards action . . . ”

The preoccupation with national unity moved fears of racial degeneration or, as Calderón put it, the “racial apathy” of the Mexicans, to center stage, creating a
“national character” resting on the belief that racial miscegenation had produced the Mexican’s apathetic and atomized individual, an idea that reflected a growing consensus that race and modernity intersected only in that historical space where racial homogeneity prevailed. Calderón’s intervention bears reproducing in full given the salience of race, now firmly at the center of national discussions on education among teachers favoring Dewey. Calderón stated that,

our national character is generally apathetic and not too much inclined towards action. We must recognize this . . . the majority of the Mexican people proceeds from the mixing of two races: the Spanish and the Indigenous. The first one was proud, heroic, and a dreamer; the other one was resigned and sad, without aspirations and at times estranged from the social conditions of the nation, in spite of the fact that in the past it demonstrated its potent energy. From this mixture comes the Mexican people who are dreamers, who are heroic but also sad and resigned . . . ”

Progress and melancholia did not mix.

Calderón’s arguments demonstrate that the appropriation of American education, and specially Dewey, was intended to save the Mexican nation, not to Americanize Mexico. If it is true, as Calderón affirmed, that the Mexican school was to be transformed “just like School 45 of Indianapolis where children build a doll’s house first by drawing a plan, gathering material, building up, decorating and endowing the new house with its park and cultivated land,” it was equally true that the school needed to be purely Mexican. Yet, at the same time, the concern with common purpose, and the need to build an industrial and powerful nation strong enough to withstand the erosion of sovereignty brought about by American penetration of markets and politics, meant that the comparative disadvantage between the United States and Mexico stood as the implicit point of reference for the importation of foreign ideas such as Dewey’s.66

Calderón’s intervention also demonstrates how, along with the issue of national unity, another powerful idea took hold of the imagination of these teachers: that Mexicans needed to reach a new “mental state” that could move the nation in “new directions” and generate modernity from within the nation. This moved the debate away from discussions of structural issues, such as land redistribution. Polemical texts by José Antonio Rodó, Edmond Desmolin, Victor Arreguine, and Gustav Le Bon had begun circulating in Mexico since the turn-of-the-century, providing a public forum for the proliferation of discourses of racial decline and the ascendancy of the “Anglo-Saxon” race in world history, profoundly influencing the teachers of Educación.67 “If one wishes to summarize in one word the fundamental psychological differences that separate Latin learning from Anglo-Saxon learning, Gustav Le Bon states the first one rests only on the study of books, while the second one exclusively on experience,” argued Deweyan supporters Lima and Rentería.68 “The solution was to educate a new practical man of modernity oriented towards vida or life.
The primacy of John Dewey in the teacher’s movement, tied so much to these discourses, was cemented by the publication of *Educación*, a journal of politics and pedagogy published in Mexico in the years of 1921 and 1922 and sponsored by the Columbia University. John Dewey was listed as a member of its editorial board, along with other faculty at Teachers’ College, such as William H. Kilpatrick. In its pages, the rhetoric of education coalesced around the *principio de la acción*, a set of techniques and proposals that unified all kinds of projects to formulate modern Deweyan classroom practices around the concept of activity or *acción*. The journal’s leading ideas became the foundation for the *Bases para la organización de la escuela primaria conforme al principio de la acción* (Bases for the Organization of Primary Schools according to the Principle of Action), the law which inscribed Deweyan ideas in Mexican education and which was published in the journal. The *Bases* supported the adoption of Kilpatrick’s project method as a way to create the much-desired “harmonious disorder.” It also promoted *centros de acción* to produce unity in the classroom when one single task stood at the center of group activity. 

Thus the significance of *Educación* resided mostly with a slight but significant shift, when discussing on Deweyan education (and American modernity in general), towards the creation of a new subject of modernity and away from the previous emphasis on social justice and democracy. This meant undertaking a search for ways of thinking that promoted creative growth in the individual. Mexican teachers, such as Manuel Barranco, Lucio Tapia, Marcelino M. Lima, Marcelino Rentería, and Moisés Sáenz, perhaps the most important advocates of Deweyan schooling in *Educación*, seemed overwhelmed (like most Mexican intellectuals) by Mexico’s disempowerment vis-à-vis the United States, in particular, and between Latin American and English-speaking nations, in general. A model for a new Mexican subject, declared Barranco, was “the inventor, the discoverer, the wise.” Lucio Tapia declared that México needed to transform its men into pragmatic individuals who could produce not ideas, but things. Marcelino M. Lima and Marcelino Rentería called this new man the “Struggler-for-lifer” (in English). This “struggler-for-lifer” was entrepreneurial, akin to the American businessman, a Mexican version of the self-made man. For them, Deweyan education promised the transformation of the Mexican self from a Latin “*hombre teórico*” or theoretical man to a practical and entrepreneurial men edified by labor.” God Himself assists the Saxon, while we ourselves kill each other over dogma . . . ,” declared José Vasconcelos. The *Bases* went on to declare that the new education would provide “the foundation for scientific investigation . . . to awaken the child to action . . . to favor the instinct of the child.”

The Mexican Native stood in opposition to the entrepreneurial man. Deemed an “obstacle to progress,” national unity needed the transformation of the Native into a “factor of production.” “What solution is there for this national problem,” wrote Tapia in *Educación*, “if the Indian cannot advance and we cannot back
For Tapia, the teacher to the Indians would be a “new Messiah . . . bringing the Gospel of civilization.” For teachers such as José Bonilla, the Indian’s life had to be absolutely modified and transformed, his family life severed from village loyalties, and his physical being separated from the home. Bonilla even proposed his own version of the school as “a community in miniature,” imagining the school as providing an artificial environment that could favor the transformation of the Indian. The authors in Educación all agreed that modernity necessitated the complete transformation of the Indian, a project not subject, of course, to democratic deliberation, but instead to state imposition.

The pedagogues of Educación assumed that racial homogeneity constituted the most important reason for American success and even opponents of the Deweyans agreed. Antonio Caso argued that, “the collective soul of the Mexican has not coalesced yet in definite and characteristic form; and it is very difficult that there exists a proper and adequate scientific study of anything if the object itself of research has not yet realized itself in its integrity and plenitude.” According to José Vasconcelos, then the head of education in Mexico, “they [the North Americans] do not bear in their blood the contradictory instincts of the mixture of dissimilar races.” Although Vasconcelos condemned American “destruction” of American Indians, he conceived modern education in Mexico as encompassing Native life in its totality: “the flowering of the native within the domain of the universal.” Jurist Emilio Rabasa put it more succinctly: “the Anglo-Saxon communities, were founded in the New World not by conquest but by the occupation of land, and, instead of forming unions with the Natives, they denied them all contact with their race . . . increasing their hereditary tendencies of individualism, autonomy, and thus able to experiment without interruption in the practices of ordered government for their mutual benefit.”

These discourses on race tempered the optimism prevalent in the previous projects that invoked Dewey, casting a melancholic shadow over the very meaning of progress. Lucio Tapia imagined progress now “not [as] an ‘angel,’ but as a ‘satanic exterminator of the Apocalypse.’” In the name of progress, he said, Indians, “the ancient and great people who owned this land that we have violently taken away from them . . . the authors of the civilization we have destroyed . . . the masters of yesterday,” have been enchained and conquered. Yet, progress being inevitable, the new educational mission for Mexico could be imagined as a tragic yet necessary continuation of the centuries-old European project of conquest, another conquista. The Bases’ dictum that “the school must reproduce the environment of the home” was prefigured in the state’s mission to know the intimate life of its citizens and transform it for nation building purposes. The Bases committed the schools to “penetrate the current of material and spiritual progress of the society wherein [the child] will live and struggle,” faithful to Dewey’s desire to create a continuum between school and society, but also setting the basis for state intervention.
were to be given the task of transforming the intimate lives of Indians to make way for civilization. The civilizational mission thus became an essential component of state projects based on Deweyan education, a mission justified as necessary to create a nation with a common set of values and where racial difference would not stand as an obstacle to the efficiency of the entrepreneurial body.

End of the Military Phase of the Mexican Revolution

Pedagogical discourses invoking Dewey could have multiplied and transformed themselves in multiple ways, as they had been doing since the earlier anarchist projects. Yet, historical contingencies led to Dewey becoming the patron saint of Mexican revolutionary education in 1923. The military occupation of the state of Yucatán in 1915 by General Salvador Alvarado, which precipitated the demise of the anarchist and socialist experiments in education that had been established there, paved the way for the appropriation of Deweyan education by the nation state. The Deweyan features of anarchists’ schools appealed to Alvarado, who had familiarized himself with American pedagogy, especially new ideas emanating from the University of Chicago. Alvarado expressed an appreciation for the qualities of American pragmatism and Anglo-Saxon Victorian virtues in general. He became an avid reader of the literature of personal uplift, where Anglo-Saxon cultural traits offered clues to Anglo-Saxon success and character. He read Samuel Smiles, the Victorian writer and novelist, and the literature of uplift and self-esteem produced in the United States.87

For a man who believed that Catholic education had created an artificial world embodied by the oppressive figure of the authoritarian teacher who interpreted life for the child “by the dogmatic imposition” of his beliefs and “the fateful principle of magister dixit,”88 the practicality of the American character reigned triumphant because it expressed the ability of the student to orient himself to experience. Dewey’s notion of the “school as miniature community” compelled Alvarado to suggest ways schools could create a national consciousness by providing a vision of the nation as a real entity through experiential learning. Schooling could create within the space of the school a vision of society “as it really was.” He invoked Dewey in this respect when he said, “Education must be a social process; a process whereby the individual participates in the social consciousness of the people or the race he belongs to. The school is a social institution and for its proper functioning, for it to socialize the child, it must present the form of a small community wherein social life is represented in miniature as it really is, as it is seen in the home, in the neighborhood and in the field of play.”89 In Alvarado’s mind, that “real life” was the nation. The Deweyan principle of the “school as a miniature community” and the “assimilation of school to society” formed the foundation for Alvarado’s project to acculturate Mexican natives to civilization and create self-consciousness through work-based education. Socialization would teach them
“how to read, write, or count . . . it means work . . . intelligent work . . . to work in a conscious mode.” 

In 1918, Alvarado passed a law for primary schools calling for fields, orchards, and workshops designed to derive learning from activities. Boy Scout groups were imported from the United States to promote solidarity and the practical principles of everyday life.

Along with the appropriation of progressive education techniques came the absorption of these same intellectuals into the revolutionary process, leading to the appointment of Moisés Sáenz, a self-professed disciple of Dewey and former student at Teachers’ College, as the sub-secretary of Education in 1923. These pedagogues, many of them Protestants, had placed an enormous emphasis on the American entrepreneur as their model for the common man: an everyday man with extraordinary abilities and a practical orientación para la vida or “orientation to life.” As Jean-Pierre Bastian has noted, Sáenz “took from Anglo-Saxon liberal Protestantism this concept of the individual engaged in an effort for the common good . . . [where] . . . private and public interest must coincide in the defense of a nationalism open to foreign pedagogical models and to the economic model from North America.”

Most, like Sáenz, had been educated according to the principles of progressive education in mission schools and became useful for a state desirous of displacing the power of Catholicism in the Mexican government. These intellectuals led a new phase in the dissemination of Dewey’s ideas in Mexico.

**Conclusion**

It is difficult to evaluate the fidelity of these projects to Dewey’s own thought, since the Mexican actors for the most part invoked Dewey as a prophet of national salvation rather than seeking to engage the philosopher’s works in depth. Positing the existence of a “true” Dewey may also constitute a problem when it veers into dogma. Mexico’s early uses of Dewey occurred in a quasi-mystical engagement with American modernity and with the messianic possibilities of Dewey’s education, in particular, and American progressive education, in general. The nature of the dissemination of his ideas occurred mostly in relation to “maxims,” such as the “school as a miniature society” or the idea that “the schools must reflect the principles of life.” These powerful ideas structured an important phase in Mexico’s educational history and constituted a powerful conceptual tool to conceive the future nation with the same messianic zeal that characterized the spirits of American educators in the early 20th century. As Richard Hofstadter reminded us, progressive education “was presented to the world not simply as an instrumentality but as a creed, which went beyond the hope of this or that strictly educational result to promise some kind of ultimate salvation for individuals or for the race.” It would usher in, as Dewey himself proclaimed, “the true kingdom of God.”

It is clear that from the beginning that creating an underlying unity for the nation—assumed by most Mexicans to exist already in the Anglo-Saxon racial
fabric of the United States—constituted the main problematic in the appropriation of Dewey’s thought in Mexico. Mexican teachers believed that creating a shared set of values would not occur in conditions similar to those of the United States, which had indeed been violent. “We cannot annihilate [the Indian] as the English colonials did with the Redskins or the buffalo and then gather them pitifully,” exclaimed Salvador Alvarado, only to “populate reservations and parks with them.”

Mexico, facing a majoritarian native and mixed raced population, had to pursue other means to convert the Native. Acts of exclusion did not seem incongruous with the American progressive spirit. Social efficiency would have seemed a product of selection (and thus exclusion). Mexican intellectuals had visited various experimental schools in the United States, including Dewey’s laboratory school, which for the most part functioned by selecting both teachers and students in order to provide that common fabric without which the experimental school would not achieve its effectiveness. In other words, unity of purpose could be conceived as an external imposition: as in the laboratory’s conditions of possibility.

Thus when pragmatism met revolution, to paraphrase Engerman, it gave way to force as the means to attain peaceful ends. Dewey had argued that when “certain ends are desirable,” it did not mean that, “those ends and nothing else will result from the use of force to attain them.” Yet it was not clear whether he intended to apply this idea to all societies. Oftentimes he referred to the United States as a nation possessing an exceptional foundation for democratic life; under other conditions, force could be employed to “permit the method of intelligent action.” In fact, Dewey claimed that,

to profess democracy as an ultimate ideal and the suppression of democracy as a means to the ideal may be possible in a country that has never known even rudimentary democracy, but when professed in a country that has anything of a genuine democratic spirit in its traditions, it signifies desire for possession and retention of power by a class, whether that class be called Fascist or Proletarian . . . the one exception—and that apparent rather than real—to dependence upon organized intelligence as the method for directing social change is found when society through an authorized majority has entered upon the path of social experimentation leading to great social change, and a minority refuses by force to permit the method of intelligent action to go into effect. Then force may be intelligently employed to subdue and disarm the recalcitrant minority.

The issue of unity in Mexico was an ambivalent one. Imagined at times as absent, at other times it was something actually real but impossible in practice due to the artificial order imposed by the Church, which nurtured divisions within the national body. The discourse on the “principles of life” and the accommodation of the school to those principles veered between the descriptive and the prescriptive. At times it referred to an already underlying unity, which the school would
redeem for the nation, at other times to a future “social order,” which the school would cultivate. The discourse on the “principles of life,” relying on an opposition between “real life” and an “artificial order,” also replicated the logic of American progressive education. “The notion of education advanced at the turn of the century,” writes Hofstadter, “was romantic in the sense that [progressives] set up an antithesis between the development of the individual—his sensibility, the scope of his fancy, the urgency of his personal growth—and the imperatives of the social order, with its demand for specified bodies of knowledge, prescribed manners and morals, and a personal equipment suited to traditions and institutions. Theirs was a commitment to the natural child against artificial society.”

In Mexico, the ambivalence between the artificial and the real complicated the reception of Dewey. Finally, the shift towards ways of thinking exemplified by Educación led to the prioritizing of individual growth over concerns with democracy and justice. Democratic ends, of course, were not forgotten, but the uses of Deweyan education turned towards the teaching of productive ways of thinking, in other words, to ushering some kind of cognitive revolution in the Mexican self. This corresponded with Deweyan thought. Dewey did not reduce human activity to just growth and productivity, but his philosophy of education did emphasize productive forms of inquiry. According to Larry Hickman, Dewey’s notion of inquiry, as the defining feature of his philosophy and the foundation for social scientific thinking in general, did just that. Hickman argues that, “progress in the sciences, as well as in common sense inquiries, requires that the results of prior inquiries be treated as raw materials for further inquiries, and not as determinate results, established one and for all.” Nothing could have been more attractive for Mexican pedagogues of the time, concerned especially with how the Catholic Church fostered exactly the opposite vision in Mexico, militating against free inquiry and promoting a purely “consummatory” orientation to life.

In many ways, the Catholic order in Mexico thrived on what Dewey called in Experience and Nature “magical exercise and superstitious legend.” He explained there that in a political order infused with magic, the “primary interest lies in staging the show and enjoying the spectacle, in giving play to the ineradicable interest in stories which illustrate the contingencies of existence combined with happier endings for emergencies than surrounding conditions often permit. It was not conscience that kept men loyal to cults and rites, and faithful to tribal myths. So far as it was not routine, it was enjoyment of the drama of life without the latter’s liabilities that kept piety from decay.” This “phase of experience,” he continued, “manifests objects, which are final. The attitude involved in their appreciation is esthetic.” Hickman explains that, for Dewey, “primitive magic and religious practices fail[ed] to become inquiry precisely when and because their interest [were] focused on intrinsic meanings as final and not as productive of further significance: extrinsic meanings or instrumentalities are merely incidental to such
practices. These societies therefore reverse[d] the pattern of effective technological inquiry.”104 “As direct appreciative enjoyment exhibits things in their consummatory phase,” wrote Dewey, “labor manifests things in their connections of things with one another, in efficiency, productivity, furthering, hindering, generating, destroying.” Most teachers in Mexico invoking Dewey in fact searched for ways of thinking where, as Hickman argues, “production [would take] precedence over and [become] a guide to practicality.”105 Dewey’s ideas on this matter came to possess great import for Mexican pedagogues because they identified the possibilities for progress within specific modes of thought or ways of thinking that were productive rather than purely consummatory. Magic led to the reproduction of familiar worlds, and not to the creation of new ones.

Mexicans desired progress. By 1923, this vision of Dewey came to define the state project that followed in its Deweyan form: creating the practical man of modernity.
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